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Working Through
Adversity

M

y wife, Tara, is a
huge fan of the
Broadway hit
musical Rent. There is a
song entitled “Seasons
of Love” in Rent that is
extremely catchy. Basically, the song discusses
how one measures a year
in a person’s life. 525,600
minutes—that equals a
year, so goes the song.
However, the song goes
on to talk about sunsets
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and cups of coffee, all
as measuring sticks for
the length, and quality,
of that particular year. I
am not mentioning this
because this is my last
President’s Page. In fact,
I am only about halfway
through my presidency,
but I felt it was an appropriate time and season
to reflect on what has
happened, and what is
yet to come.
The Lake County
Bar Association has
made some unbelievable
strides over the last five
or six months. Through a
generous donation from
the Ray Trust, the Bar
Foundation was able to
purchase the building at
300 Grand Avenue. We
now have a permanent
home for our beloved
Association. We have
already begun fundraising for the money needed for renovations, and
have found this endeavor
extremely successful.
Thanks to generous contributions from multiple
sponsors, we have already raised in excess of
$330,000! The proposed
Russell V. Ray Law Build-

The

President’s
Page

ing will be a state-ofthe-art showpiece for the
Lake County Bar Association. This building will
provide a space for our
membership to engage in
any number of activities,
from CLE classes to social
gatherings.
Beyond the obvious
and exciting news of a
new home for the LCBA,
the Association has been
hard at work bringing
exciting and engaging
programming to its
membership. In June, I
promised that I would
focus this year on having
fun: engaging the membership and on improving our efforts in adapting to the newest of the
lawyers, the millennials. I
also promised to focus on
diversity. This month, the
LCBA will be a co-sponsor at the annual Unity

BY MICHAEL J.
ORI

Awards Dinner presented by the Diversity
Scholarship Foundation
in Chicago. We began
supporting this event
during Judge Rochford’s
Presidency, and we have
continued ever since. By
the time you read this
article, I will have already
attended the dinner and
taken an oath to lead
this Bar Association in
a manner that is consistent with principles of
diversity and inclusion. I
could not be more proud
to take that oath. I owe a
debt of gratitude to Judge
Rochford for beginning
this now-great tradition
for our Association.
There have been
other accomplishments
over the last few months,
and too many to list in
this article. I then came
across this quote, and

I began to think about
what is to come:
“If we had no
winter, the spring
would not be so
pleasant: if we did
not sometimes
taste of adversity,
prosperity would
not be so welcome.”
― Anne Bradstreet
I know that more
good things are on the
horizon for the LCBA.
However, I also read
these words and think
about all of the adversity
that I see people endure
each and every day. I
thought about these
words and it made me
feel that, for many of us,
we feel as if we have been
in winter for a very long
time. There is so much
adversity everywhere we
look. We have adversity
in our own lives, personally, with our families.
We have adversity in our
professional lives at our
workplaces. We turn on
the evening news and all
we see is adversity and
turmoil.
As lawyers, it is usually our job to help others
through some form of
adversity that they are
enduring. We do this in
our cases when we represent a client in a divorce
proceeding, or a client in
a probate proceeding, or
a defendant in a criminal
proceeding. However, we
as lawyers also have an
opportunity and, I feel,
an obligation to help in
overcoming adversity that
does not always directly
relate to a case that we
are working on. We are

in a unique position to
understand our system of
justice—a system that is
often misunderstood. We
should lead those around
us in discussions on the
ongoing issues facing all
of us in this country. We
should take the time to
understand the issues being presented by movements like “Black Lives
Matter” and its counterpoint “Blue Lives
Matter.” We should take
the time to understand
the threat of global
terrorism by groups like
ISIS, and what issues
that terror actually
causes for citizens of
our communities.
We should be
available to those who
may not understand
or even be aware of
the nuances that exist
in cases where people
are shot by police and
in cases where police
are shot by people.
We must be available
to lead discussions
and better understand
the impact of global
terrorism and its evils
and results, like refugees. We should use
our expertise and years
of acquired knowledge

to lead a meaningful
discussion of the issues
that face our community. We are lawyers. We
are counselors. We are
in an excellent position
to help our community
members work through
the adversity that faces
all of them—whatever

that adversity may be—
so that they, too, can feel
the pleasantries of what
spring will bring to us
when the long winter
finally ends.
Happy holidays to
all of you from all of us
at the Lake County Bar
Association.

Why should YOU join the LCBA
Lawyer Referral Service?
The LCBA Lawyer Referral Service (LRS) is a valuable
member benefit as well as a public service. LRS provides
member attorneys with an opportunity to build business
through client referrals. The service benefits the public by
helping callers quickly find an attorney in the area of law in
which they need help. The LRS is widely publicized and all
LCBA members in good standing who carry the required
malpractice insurance are eligible to join.
The LRS program is designed to assist persons who are able
to pay normal attorney fees but whose ability to locate legal
representation is frustrated by a lack of experience with
the legal system, a lack of information about the type of
services needed, or a fear of the potential costs of seeing a
lawyer.

Available Referral Panels

•
•
•
•
•

Administrative
Appellate
Commercial
Consumer
Criminal

•
•
•
•

Employment
Probate
Environmental
• Personal Injury /
Family
Property Damage
Estate Planning, • Real Estate
Wills, Trusts and

Call the LCBA Office (847-244-3143) with questions
or download the procedures and application
from our website at www.lakebar.org.

Start taking advantage of all the
Lawyer Referral Service has to offer!

Greenslade Photography
Focusing on sports, pets & special events

Ralph Greenslade
Photographer at many LCBA events
slade1039@comcast.net
847-848-6754
Based in Glenview, Illinois
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An End of Term
Report Card

W

hen Chief Judge
John Goshgarian called me
almost 24 years ago to give
me the wonderful news
that he and his fellow
Circuit Judges had selected me to become the next
Associate Judge of the 19th
Judicial Circuit, I had no
idea where the experience
would lead. I only knew
that I was thrilled, humbled, and honored beyond
belief to be blessed with
the prospect of becoming
a judge and seeing if it
would be the “dream” job
that I had always imagined.
The thought that one day I
might be serving a term as
Chief Judge myself never
crossed my mind then—or
at any time during the
challenging courtroom
assignments over the years
that followed—until a series of retirements, appellate appointments, and life
events suddenly put me in
line to be considered by my
Circuit colleagues. With
thanks to Alanis Morissette, “Isn’t it ironic (don’t
you think?)” that my two
years as Chief Judge and
my last “Chief Judge’s Page”
come at the end of the year
just following the Thanks-
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giving holiday and in the
middle of the religious
holidays? My friend and
Western Lake County
judicial Brother Jorge
Ortiz will begin his term
as Chief Judge in a few
weeks, at the beginning of
the new year, and our Circuit will most assuredly be
in very capable and caring
hands. Jorge’s experience
and insightful leadership
bring exactly the right mix
to navigate the many challenges that are waiting on
the horizon.
Several of my predecessors have reported that
being the Chief Judge of
our Circuit was “a great
honor to have and a challenging position within
which to effectively serve,
but an absolute pleasure
to pass on to your successor.” As this issue of The
Docket goes to press, plans,
proposed skits, and pirated
songs are in the works for
the 2016 “Gridiron Show,”
which will take place in
February. As I complete my
term and join the ranks of
the former Chiefs, I want
to publicly challenge the
truth of a few lines from an
old “Gridiron” show that I
sang with the likes of my

The

Chief Judge’s
Page
BY CHIEF JUDGE
JOHN T. PHILLIPS
“Gridiron Quartet”-buddies Doug Stiles, Steve
Larson, and Phil Barron, all
superb Lake County attorneys. The song was derived
from Sam Cook’s familiar
“Wonderful World” tune,
which states that although
the singer didn’t “know
too much about history,”
“biology,” or “the French
I took,” he knew that he
loved the person that he
wooed in the song and,
if that person loved him,
too, “What a wonderful
world this would be.” In
true “Gridiron” fashion,
the lyrics changed, and the
judiciary became the target
with the verse and chorus
proclaiming:
Don’t know much
about psychology;
Don’t know much trial
strategy;
Don’t remember the

torts course I took;
Never opened my contracts book…
What a wonderful
judge I would be.
Oh, I don’t claim to be
an “A” student, but I
don’t have to be;
We ain’t never had an
“A” student, ba-by, in
the whole judiciary…
What a wonderful
judge I would be.
For me, one of the best
parts of serving as Chief
Judge over the last two
years has been seeing the
results of the labors and
collaborations of countless individuals that work
in our court community.
From that perspective, I
unequivocally refute the
“never had an ‘A’ student”
notion as it relates to our
judiciary. In fact, I also

refute that notion as it
pertains to our entire Lake
County court community. I
submit that we are surrounded by “A” students,
just based on what they
accomplish day-in and
day-out, although I would
lay high odds that if we
checked actual student
transcripts, the results
would likely yield more “A”
grades than any other.
I am very grateful to
my presiding Division and
Section judges who served
so collaboratively during
my term as Chief Judge.
The work of Vicki Rossetti (Criminal Division),
George Bridges (Felony
Section), Dan Shanes
(Traffic and Misdemeanor
Section), Jorge Ortiz (Civil
Division), Margaret Mullen
(Consolidated Family Division), Val Boettle Ceckowski (Juvenile Section) and
DJ Vorderstrasse (Family
Section) was singularly and
collectively outstanding.
Their accomplishments
include a mortgage foreclosure mediation program that is touted as a
state-wide example, an
early disposition court
(EDC) that is resulting in
very significant monetary
savings in the cost of local
incarceration by appropriate early resolution of
criminal felony cases, a
reliable and faster process
in dissolution of marriage
and custody trials, the start
of construction for the
new juvenile courtrooms
and offices, improved
access to justice for those
who visit our courthouse
through the assistance of
trained JusticeCorps staff
and volunteers based out
of the Judge William Block

Memorial Law Library, and
a new consolidated court
call to insure that those
who, because of mental
illness, are unfit to stand
trial or plead, are immediately identified and placed
in restorative treatment
as quickly as possible, all
while carefully monitoring
the actions of the responsible state departments and
agencies.
Once again this year,
the collective efforts (and
labors of love) of Judges
Mike Fusz, John Scully, and
Mike Betar honored veterans of all wars and, for the
fourth year, continued to
preserve the personal history of veterans of World
War II, the Korean War,
and the Viet Nam War.
This occurred in ceremonies and interviews conducted at the courthouse
on Veterans Day as part of
the Library of Congress’s
Veterans History Project.
We are one of the few
Circuits in Illinois to have
a stand-alone Drug Court,
Mental Health Court, and
Veterans Court, which we
call our Problem Solving Courts, thanks to the
dedication of Judge Chris
Stride and the teams
that give so much time
to help the participants
reach favorable outcomes,
rather than jail or prison.
I am so very proud of my
colleagues who are leaders
in so many judicial and
community organizations
and projects: Judge Margaret Mullen in the Illinois
Judges Association and in
our courthouse outreach
projects, including “Your
Courthouse at Work” programs, Judge Liz Rochford
in the Illinois Judges Foun-

dation and Justice Mary
Schostok’s “One Book,
One Judge” school reading
program, Judge Vicki Rossetti with Mothers’ Trust,
and Judge George Bridges, who is a mentor to so
many throughout our Lake
County Community, and
perhaps the Constitutional
as well as spiritual center of
our judiciary.
Of course, the judiciary does not have a
monopoly on the available
“A” students by any means.
Allow me to identify a
few. There are people like
Tom Meyers, an absolutely
outstanding attorney and
assistant public defender
who carries a large felony
caseload while, at the same
time, devoting countless
hours to serving on both
the Drug Court and the
Veterans Court Teams. Tom
also devotes a significant
amount of his “off-duty”
time to finding and repairing bicycles that are given
to Problem Solving Court
participants so that they
have a means of transportation. There is Donna Jo
Maki, a former prosecutor
with Lake and McHenry
counties and with the
Attorney General’s Office, who, as Lake County
Executive Justice Council
Coordinator, reaches out
to justice partners day-in
and day-out to help make
collaborative and restorative justice an everyday
occurrence between the
19th Judicial Circuit and our
justice partners. There is
Lake County State’s Attorney Mike Nerheim, whose
Conviction Review Panel,
leadership in the Lake
County Opioid Initiative,
and innovative programs
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Calendar of
Events

February 19-20
Gridiron
Gorton Center Theatre, Lake Forest
March 9
Doctor Lawyer Dinner
Deer Path Inn, Lake Forest
April 14-17, 2016
Family Law Conference
Nashville, Tennessee

Register for these events
on-line at: www.lakebar.org

like his new Alternative
Prosecution Program are
reaffirming faith in the
justice system. Moreover,
there is Chris Boadt and
Virginia Elliott of the Lake
County Bar Association,
whose talents, hard work,
and passion for the success
of our entire legal community make it possible
for the bench, the bar, and
all who work as justice
partners to communicate,
share ideas, and come
together professionally,
socially, and as a Bar Association. We are loaded with
“A” students.
Over the last two years,
it has been a privilege to
serve in the office of Chief
Judge, and it has been an
honor to share the pages of
The Docket with the Presidents of the Lake County
Bar Association and the
excellent Docket staff and
writers. I sincerely thank
current President Mike Ori
and past Presidents Keith
Grant and Steve McCollum
for their dedication, assistance, and zeal. You, too,
make the “A” student list.
Happy holidays, and I
hope to see you all somewhere down the road.

December 2015
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Our History is Our
Heritage; Now it will
Have a Home!

T

he holidays can
mean different
things to different
people. It is a time of anticipation for the year ahead.
It is a time for giving gifts
as we express thanks. For
children, it is a time of
mystery and enchantment
and hoping that Santa will
grant their wishes. It is a
time of worship for many.
It is a time to give thanks
for family, friends, job
security, and the comfort
those provide. For some, it
is a time to plan and hope
for better times ahead.
For many, as we gather
with our families, it is also
Board of Trustees
Melanie K. Rummel
President
Carey J. Schiever
Vice President
Joann M. Fratianni
Secretary
Mark B. Peavey
Treasurer
Carlton R. Marcyan
Immediate Past President
Michael G. Nerheim
Michael J. Waller
Marjorie I. Sher
Brian J. Wanca
Phillip A. Bock
Fredric B. Lesser
Scott B. Gibson
Steven P. McCollum
Jennifer J. Howe
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a time to bring the generations together and to
reflect on those who came
before us leaving a heritage that is woven into the
fabric of who we are.
At Halas Hall on
November 20th, it was a
time to gather our Lake
County Bar family to look
ahead and plan our new
home with excitement
and anticipation. It was
also a time to express our
thanks for those who have
so generously donated to
help make our hopes for a
permanent home a reality.
To date, we have raised
almost $350,000 toward the
revitalization of the Russell
V. Ray Law Building.
It was also an opportunity to reflect on those who
came before us and left a
heritage that is woven into
the fabric of Lake County’s
legal community. While
certainly not comprehensive, reflecting on some
of those who preceded us
gives us a sense of who we
are and who we hope to
become. It is this history
we will preserve in our new
home. Through snapshots
of their lives and through
their own reflections, we
get a sense of our proud
history.

BY MELANIE K. RUMMEL
PRESIDENT
RUSSELL RAY & KEN
GLICK
As many are aware,
Russell Ray and his wife,
Mary Rose, through their
trust, gave us the major
portion of the money
for the purchase of our
building. Russell Ray’s
family has a long and
distinguished history in
Lake County going back
to the original farm they
purchased at the southern end of Diamond Lake
in 1853. After graduating
from Northwestern University Law School, Russell
Ray opened a real estate
practice in Libertyville. In
1960, he, along with his
brother James and some
other investors, started
the Mundelein Savings
and Loan, and in 1962 he
started the Bank of Mundelein. In 1963, he teamed
up with his friend, Ken
Glick, who was working at
Chicago Title & Trust at the

time. They opened the firm
of Ray & Glick, which still
exists today on Milwaukee
Avenue in Libertyville.
It was Ken Glick and
his former partner, Vince
Palmieri, who exercised
their discretion as trustees
of the Ray Trust to give the
major gift to purchase the
Bar building, and then a
second substantial matching gift to assist with the
building’s revitalization.
MURRAY CONZELMAN
Murray was another
son of the Lake County
legal community and of
his beloved Waukegan,
where he later served as
alderman. He graduated
from Northwestern Law
School in the early 1950s
and recalled days of practicing law in the counties
bordering Wisconsin:
Lake, McHenry, Boone and
Winnebago. He was legal
counsel for many of the

towns and cities in these
counties. Interviewed later
in life, he recalled a time
when each county had
just one Circuit Judge, a
part-time Probate Judge
and numerous Justices
of the Peace. Some of the
Justices of the Peace were
lawyers, but many were
not. They presided out of
their homes and from their
offices above the stores
on Washington Street in
Waukegan. Murray was
LCBA President in 1973.
MICHAEL SCHOSTOK
Michael Schostok’s
father, Stephen, was a
lawyer in Chicago. Upon
graduating law school in
1986, he began working
as a tort lawyer in Waukegan and co-founded the
firm of Salvi, Schostok &
Pritchard. Today the firm
is one of the most prominent and successful firms
in Lake County, and now
operates offices in Chicago
as well.
Michael, in his too
short life, was honored
with the Illinois Trial Lawyer’s Lifetime Achievement
Award, and he served as its
President.
Michael’s wife, Justice
Mary Schostok, serves on
the Illinois Second District Appellate Court. His
daughter, Marisa, works in

the State’s Attorney’s Office
in Waukegan.
DON MORRISON, SR.
Don founded the firm
of Morrison & Morrison,
where his sons and daughter now practice. He was a
Past President of the Lake
County Bar Association.
His contemporary, Murray Conzelman, credited
Don with ushering the Bar
Association into “its more
professional existence
with an office, more solid
finances, and standing
committees.” Don has been
described by his colleagues
as a “trial lawyer’s trial lawyer,” and he would try any
case, from criminal to civil.
THE FUQUAS
Okel and Lavinia
Fuqua were an even-rare-today husband and
wife team who founded
a firm, which today bears
the name Fuqua, Winter
& Stiles. It is the second
oldest firm in Lake County.
Okel was President of the
Bar Association in 1928.
Lavinia was one of the first
female lawyers in Illinois.
Doug Stiles, who occupies
her desk today, reported
that when he took it over,
he found Lavinia’s suffragette materials.
Their son, Ellis, was
LCBA president in 1971.

Doug Stiles reports that
Ellis, who stood 6’8” tall,
was an outstanding trial
attorney. He appears in 22
reported cases, four from
the Illinois Supreme Court.
BERNARD WINTER
It’s not possible to talk
about the Fuquas without
also mentioning Bernard
Winter. Upon graduating
in 1958 from Northwestern
Law School, Bernie, as he is
known, was hired to work
with Ellis Fuqua. Now in
his 57th year of practice,
he still practices today
with his son, Bryan, and
their partner, Doug Stiles,
at the firm that bears his
name: Fuqua, Winter &
Stiles. His daughter-in-law
is the Honorable Diane E.
Winter.
ADELINE GEO-KARIS
Adeline, fondly referred to as the “boss,” was
a pioneer for women in law
and politics in Illinois. She
was the first female mayor
of Zion, the first woman elected to the Illinois
House, the first woman
elected to the Illinois
Senate, the first woman
prosecutor in the State’s
Attorney’s Office, and the
county’s first woman to
be elected a Justice of the
Peace.

PAT SALVI
Pat began work as a
lawyer practicing criminal
law with his father, Albert,
from 1978 to 1981, when he
struck out on his own to do
personal injury work. Now
his firm, Salvi, Schostok &
Pritchard, one of the most
prominent in the County,
includes his two sons, Pat
and Brian, and has grown
to 40 lawyers, with offices
in both Waukegan and
Chicago.
These are just a few of
the names who make up
the history and heritage
of the Lake County Bar. It
is a heritage to recall with
pride, and which we must
preserve. Our new home
will be a place to honor our
past and to inspire present
and future members of our
legal community. During
this holiday season, we can
all be proud of our own
contributions to this history. The actions we take every day in our practices will
be the legacy we leave to
the legal community. If you
haven’t yet made a donation to help revitalize our
Russell V. Ray Bar Building,
please consider a donation
this holiday season.
The Lake County
Bar Foundation: History,
Home, Helping Others!

December 2015
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New Legislation for Secretary of State
Hearings and DUI Offenses
Effective January 1, 2016

O

BY DAVID J. WINER

n January 1, 2016, several new laws go into effect relating to Secretary of State
Hearings and Driving Under the Influence offenses. As with any newly penned
legislation, many of them will be subject to varying interpretations, and in time,
will become settled law. For practitioners in this area, these changes will have a significant impact on many of our clients. As anticipated, many of these laws increase the use
of a Breath Ignition Interlock Device, commonly called a BAIID. Secretary of State staff
is currently preparing new administrative rules regarding the increased issuance of BAIIDs that are monitored by one of nine companies contracted by the State. The new devices already include a camera to photograph who blows into them and keep a detailed
log of all the breath tests taken.
In a Sun Times article dated September 21, 2105,
Driving, which have spent decades fighting for laws to
regarding Restricted Driving Permits
crack down on drunk driving. Both
David J.
(RDPs) for fourth time DUI offendorganizations urged Governor Rauner
Winer, a
ers who were previously lifetime
to sign the bill.
partner at the
revoked, Rep. Elaine Nekritz of the
The primary laws relating to SecLaw Offices
57th District, which includes Buffalo
retary of State and DUIs are detailed
of Winer &
Grove, stated: “I see it as a matter of
below and the Public Act number is
Winer, and
redemption and safety because a lot
provided for those who want to read
concentrates
of these people are driving anyway to
the full text of the upcoming law.
in Secretary
provide for a family or themselves, so
of State
LIFETIME BAN REMOVED FOR
we might as well make it legal. I believe
Hearings,
FOURTH TIME DUI OFFENDpeople can change and turn their
DUI/Traffic and Criminal Law
ERS (PA 99-290, HB 1446)
lives around.” Nekritz found support
with offices in Waukegan and
Previously, an offender with four
from the Alliance Against Intoxicated
Skokie.
Motorists and Mothers Against Drunk
DUI convictions, (in any state) with
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one being after 1999, was revoked for life and could not
obtain any type of driving privileges. Under the new law,
Illinois residents may now apply for an RDP five (5) years
after the revocation date or upon release from imprisonment, whichever is later. A driver must prove a minimum
three years of abstinence from alcohol and illegal drugs
and prove successful completion of rehabilitative treatment. The RDP requires a driver to only operate a vehicle
equipped with a BAIID. There is no provision allowing full
reinstatement of driving
privileges after a designated period of time. A
driver must use the BAIID
forever as a full license
will never be issued. To
petition foran RDP under
these circumstances, a
Formal Hearing is required as discussed below.
An RDP under these
circumstances only allows
limited driving for employment, medical care,
education, child’s day
care, court ordered public
service, and support
group attendance. It does
not permit any driving
beyond those designated
areas. Also, there is no provision allowing the driving of a
work vehicle without a BAIID. This is in contrast to a standard RDP or Monitoring Device Driving Permit (MDDP)
which may allow a driver without a BAIID, during work
hours, to operate a designated work vehicle such as a delivery truck, limo, etc.A person is not eligible for this type
of RDP if convicted of more than one violation of DUI
drugs, combination of alcohol and drugs, or an intoxicating compound. The reasoning is that since the BAIID only
detects alcohol, the legislation left out drug related DUIs
perhaps until new technology is available to immediately
test for those substances. For those offenders, the lifetime
ban remains in effect.
If a person is convicted of DUI while on this RDP, they
will be permanently barred from any future relief. If they
are caught driving a vehicle without the BAIID, it is a Class
4 felony with a 30-day minimum sentence; for a second
offense it is a Class 2 felony, not eligible for probation or
conditional discharge. Imprisonment is mandatory for the
Class 2 offense.
Out of State Residents who are lifetime revoked can
now seek clearance of the Illinois revocation ten years
from the date of revocation and must also show three
years of abstinence and completion of alcohol treatment. They are required to petition the Secretary of State
through an Out of State Packet or an in-person Formal
Hearing. However, if they subsequently return to reside
in Illinois, their license will immediately be revoked and

they are then subject to the above stated rules for Illinois
residents.
REMOVAL OF TEN YEAR REQUIREMENT FOR
MANDATORY BAIID (PA 99-467, SB-627)
Under the old law a BAIID was only required if an
offender had 2 or more DUI related convictions or suspensions within a 10 year period. That ten year period has
been removed and a BAIID is required, if, at any time, the
license was revoked or
suspended two or more
times due to a combination of any type of DUI or
Summary Suspension. In
short, regardless of when
these offenses happened
in the intervening years,
it will require the use of a
BAIID for a minimum of
five years.

“Legislation now permits
first time offenders,

charged with aggravated
speeding (more than 26

ONE YEAR HARD
TIME REMOVED AND
FIVE YEAR MINIMUM USE OF BAIID
REQUIRED (PA 99467, SB-627
Previously, a person
convicted of two or three
DUIs had to serve a one year period of hard time before
applying for an RDP. This one year period has been removed and the driver can now petition for an RDP immediately upon revocation.
The BAIID will be required for a minimum period of
five years following a second offense and ten years for a
third offense of any type of DUI. A driver cannot apply for
full reinstatement until an RDP is issued, used the RDP
for the specified period without suspension, cancellation,
revocation, or a violation of BAIID regulations, and the
eligibility date has passed.

mph over) to be eligible
for Court Supervision.”

MAY APPLY FOR A RESTRICTED DRIVING PERMIT FOLLOWING A THREE YEAR SUMMARY
SUSPENSION (PA-296, HB-3533)
Previously, following a DUI arrest, an offender who
refused to take a breath or blood test and had a prior
Summary Suspension or DUI disposition within five years,
was issued a three year suspension with no relief available.
Even with a not guilty or dismissal on the DUI, if the Summary Suspension was upheld, there was no permit allowed
for three years. Now, the driver can petition for an RDP
with a BAIID, via a Formal Hearing. Defense attorneys
must be cognizant that if the driver is convicted and subsequently revoked for the underlying DUI, the standard
RDP rules above will apply. A petition for an RDP during a
three year Summary Suspension will most likely be filed if
there was a finding of not guilty or a dismissal of the DUI.
A Formal Hearing will be scheduled only after the Sum-
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mary Suspension is in effect.
REMOVAL OF THIRTY DAY HARD TIME WITH A
SUMMARY SUSPENSION (PA 99-467, SB-0627)
Previously, for a “first offender” Summary Suspension
there was a thirty day period of hard time before a BAIID would be installed pursuant to an MDDP that allows
unlimited and unrestricted driving. That thirty day period
has now been eliminated and an MDDP with a BAIID can
be obtained immediately from the start date of the Summary Suspension, which is 46 days following the arrest.
The start date will vary for a blood draw. If eligible, an
MDDP is granted through an application sent in the mail
to the Secretary of State and does not require a hearing.
WARNINGS TO MOTORIST (PA 99-467, SB-0627)
A person requested to submit to a BAC test following
an arrest for DUI test shall acknowledge in writing receipt
of the Warning to Motorist. If he refuses to acknowledge
receipt, the police officer shall make a written notation
that the person refused to sign the warning. A refusal to
sign shall not be evidence that the driver was not read the
warning.
SUPERVISION ALLOWED IN CERTAIN AGGRAVATED SPEEDING OFFENSES, )PA 99-212, HB-1453)
Legislation now permits first time offenders, charged
with aggravated speeding (more than 26 mph over) to
be eligible for Court Supervision. The Illinois State Bar
Association E-Clips stated that the new law (1) Creates
the offense of aggravated special-speed limit for going 26
or more mph but less than 35 (Class B misdemeanor) or
more than 35 mph in a school zone or highway-construction zone (Class A misdemeanor); (2) prohibits supervision for aggravated speed in a highway-construction zone
(It doesn’t change the blanket prohibition against supervision for speeding in a school zone); (3) allows supervision
to be given for 26 or more mph over the posted speed limit
if the driver has never been convicted of this offense or
been given supervision for it; and (4) prohibits supervision
from being given for driving more than 26 or more mph
over the posted speed limit in an urban district.
ELIGIBILITY DATES FOR DUI-BASED PERMITS
AND REINSTATEMENT
Restricted Driving Permit
Following DUI conviction(s), a petitioner may petition for a hearing pursuant to the below guidelines. A
permit is only allowed for employment, medical care,
support group, community service, or education. Absent
an existing Summary Suspension or other type of revocation or administrative hold, the eligibility dates for an RDP
following a DUI conviction(s) are as follows:
• First, second or third conviction: Immediately after
revocation entered;
• Fourth or more: Five years after the revocation date or
upon release from imprisonment, whichever is later.
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Full Reinstatement
A person is eligible pursuant to the below dates. The
eligibility date is located on the Notice of Revocation sent
by the SOS or on a person’s driving abstract. However,
in practice, although the driver may be eligible for full
reinstatement, the SOS will likely first grant an RDP prior
to granting full reinstatement. These dates will be extended by a subsequent conviction for Driving While License
Revoked or other moving violations.
• First conviction: One year;
• Second conviction: Five years, if second conviction
occurred within 20 years;
• Third conviction: Ten years, regardless of date of
offenses;
• Fourth or more: Never, but a permanent RDP can
now be granted. For Out of State Petitioners, a ten
year period is required
For a Defendant who is under 21 years old the dates
are:
• First conviction: Two years;
• Second conviction: Five years or until his 21st birthday, whichever is longer;
• Third conviction: Ten years;
• Fourth conviction: Never, but a permanent RDP can
now be granted. For Out of State Petitioners there is
a ten year period.
FORMAL HEARINGS, A BRIEF OVERVIEW
Formal hearings are conducted at the Secretary of
State Office in Chicago or Joliet. A petition with $50.00 is
mailed to the Secretary of State office and notification is
then sent by mail with the hearing date. Formal hearings
are usually scheduled six to eight weeks after the petition
was sent in.
The hearing is conducted by an Administrative
Hearing Officer, and also present is a Secretary of State
prosecutor. The hearing officer will administer the oath
and rule on the admissibility of documents/evidence, and
can also pose questions to the petitioner. The proceedings
are recorded in case an appeal is filed in the civil Chancery
Court.
Prior to testifying the petitioner will submit alcohol
evaluation(s), treatment documents, and other letters of
character, support group, or employment. After admission
of these documents, the petitioner’s attorney will conduct
a direct examination of her client. Witnesses may also
be called to testify on behalf of the petitioner, including
petitioner’s character, lifestyle changes, abstinence, or
non-problematic drinking. Following direct examination,
the SOS prosecutor will conduct cross-examination, and
any time during the hearing, the Hearing Officer can
interject and question the petitioner.
Prior to petitioner’s reinstatement eligibility date,
he must prove an “Undue Hardship” due to the loss of
his license. Petitioner must present, by clear and convincing evidence, a lack of reasonable alternatives to

driving, such as public transportation, rides from others,
or walking; mere inconvenience does not constitute an
undue hardship. An undue hardship can be shown if
the lack of transportation poses a serious threat to petitioner’s employment or significantly affects income. It is
good practice to submit a letter from the employer noting
employment-based threats, including possible termination, serious loss of income or promotion, or reduction in
hours.
At the conclusion of the hearing, the Hearing Officer
will submit his written findings and recommendations to
the Department of Administrative Hearings in Springfield
for final review. Generally, within eight-to-twelve weeks, a
written Order will be sent from Springfield to the petitioner and his counsel.

statement and has fulfilled the RDP-BAIID requirements,
they may apply for a full license. The reinstatement
hearing requires another petition to be sent to the SOS to
schedule a new formal hearing. A current Update Evaluation and other required documents must be tendered. The
testimony is generally the same as the prior hearing with
additional questions regarding performance on the RDP
and BAIID. As before, an Order is prepared mailed from
Springfield with the results.
Further information on Secretary of State hearings
can be found at www Driverslicenseback.com
*The Administrative Rules for Secretary of State
Hearings are found at 92 Ill. Admin. Code Ch. II Sec. 1001,
et seq

ISSUANCE OF AN RESTRICTED DRIVING PERMIT
If an RDP is granted, the SOS will mail a list of
requirements to fulfill such as taking a driving test,
obtaining SR-22 insurance, and payment of a permit fee.
The RDP will be limited to certain dates, hours, and mile
radius. Any moving or BAIID violations may result in cancellation of the permit. It is critical for the RDP holder to
obey ALL traffic laws, BAIID regulations, and restrictions
of the RDP.
FULL REINSTATEMENT
If the petitioner is past their eligibility date for rein-
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Committee

Chit Chat

The Family Law Committee will hold its
annual holiday party on Thursday, December 17, 2015, at 5:30 p.m. at Jeff Ericksen’s residence. This party is made possible through
donations from our members. An Evite has
been sent to committee members. If you have
not received your Evite, please contact Patricia
Cornell at patricialcornell@sbcglobal.net immediately, as we need an approximate count of
attendees, and this will provide you with the
address. Historically, we have collected approximately $1,200.00 for food and drinks. You can
donate any time in Court to Patricia Cornell or
Dwayne Douglas, who will forward the funds
to the LCBA. Alternately, you can mail a check
made payable to LCBA, noting “FLC Holiday
Party” in the memo section and mail it to the
LCBA. We look forward to seeing you at the
holiday party!
Monthly meetings are on the third Wednesday of every month at Noon in C-105. Our Family Law Advisory Group (“FLAG”) meets the second Wednesday of each month at Noon at the
Bar Office. If you are interested in speaking you
can contact Chris Boadt directly at the LCBA for
instructions on how to submit your topic to the
committee.
Our seminar next year will take place in
Nashville, Tennessee from April 14 – 17, 2015.
We have a local Nashville attorney scheduled
to speak on the music business industry and
our welcome reception will be held at the local
baseball field – the Nashville Sounds! We will be
staying at the Hutton Hotel and you can register
for this seminar now on lakebar.org. You will
want to ensure that you get a hotel room quickly!
***
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The Young & New Lawyers Committee is
hosting its first YOLO (Young and Outstanding Lawyers Organization) Holiday Party!
Thursday, December 17, at Pizzeria DeVille,
downtown Libertyville, 5:30 p.m. We’ll have
a private space reserved just for us and, once
again, the first $200 in drinks are FREE thanks
to generous sponsor, Rosa Castenada, Account
Manager, Fidelity National Title. Break out the
jingle bells, leave your briefcases behind, and
join us for some much deserved fun and holiday
cheer! RSVP via email to Robert Tomei (robert@
tomeilawfirm.com) or Jeff O’Kelley (okelley@
llmhlegal.com).
***
The Real Estate Committee held its holiday party Thursday, December 3 at Primo
Restaurant in Gurnee. Speaker Mojca Anaya, the
IL State Escrow Lead for First American Title
Company, presented a TRID Update. The meeting was sponsored by First American.
***
The Trusts and Estates Committee held
its annual seminar on November 13, 2015 at the
gorgeous Knollwood Country Club. A wide variety of topics were discussed, and a good time
was had by all who attended.
After the excitement of that seminar, we are
taking a break until 2016, when we will kick off
the year with an interesting presentation by Carey Scheiver of Ralph, Schwab & Scheiver, Chartered, Vernon Hills, on January 21 at the Park
City Courthouse, 12:15 p.m. Special thanks, as
always, to Judge Waites for the use of her Courtroom and to Lesser, Lutrey, McGlynn and Howe,
for their generous lunch sponsorship. Come for
the food, stay for the education!

Veterans History Project
On November 11, 2015, more than 100 Volunteers
came to the courthouse to assist, interview, and
honor 28 Veterans.

Mitch
Fund
On behalf of the Lake County State’s Attorney’s Office, please accept our
deepest gratitude for your generosity and well-wishes for Mitchell. Mitchell has recovered and is already back to work helping child victims here
at our Children’s Advocacy Center as well as helping our Specialty Court
participants. Mitchell has been a wonderful addition to our office and has
already brought comfort to many and will continue to do so for years to
come. Mitchell is also becoming quite popular around the State. He was
recently awarded the “Paws of Distinction Award” by the Chicago Crime
Commission and is inspiring other State’s Attorneys to add the services of
a comfort dog to their offices.
I am proud to be part of such a supportive and giving legal
community.
Michael G. Nerheim, Lake County State’s Attorney

Elliot Pinsel’s 23rd Annual
Holiday Gift Drive
Members of the Lake County Bar
Association answered the call to
fulfill 75 Holiday Gift requests.
Charities benefited include the
Ann Kiley Center, Arden Shore,
Staben House/Staben Center, Department of Children
and Family Services and
Catholic Charities.

2015 Diversity Scholarship Dinner
Members of the Lake Count Bar Association joined
nearly 500 leaders of the Chicagoland legal community in celebrating Advocates for Diversity and awarding 15 scholarships in the areas of Diversity, Public
Interest Advocates and Disability.
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DRINKS & SHOW

ACT! ADVERTISE! ATTEND!
Friday, February 19 & Saturday, February 20, 2016
Gorton Community Center

400 E. Illinois Road • Lake Forest, IL 60045

Cocktail Reception 7:00 p.m. • Show 7:30 p.m.

Reservation Form
IDENTIFY ADDENDEES

SELECT YOUR EVENING
o Friday, February 19, 2016
o Saturday, February 20, 2016

1) ________________________

6) ________________________

2) ________________________

7) ________________________

PAYMENT
o #___ x $39 per person = $____

3) ________________________

8) ________________________

4) ________________________

9) ________________________

5) ________________________

10) ________________________

_________________________________________
Company/Firm

_________________________________________

METHOD OF PAYMENT
o Check
o Visa
o MasterCard
o Discover
o American Express

Contact

_________________________________________
Address

_________________________________________
City, State & Zip

_________________________________________
Phone

_________________________________________
E-mail

_________________________________________
Card Number

_________________________________________
Expiration Date & CCV

_________________________________________
Signature

All tickets must be paid for at the time of the order. No refunds
will be issued for cancellations after February 17, 2016.

RETURN THIS FORM WITH YOUR PAYMENT:
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Bar Association • 300 Grand Avenue, Suite A • Waukegan, Illinois 60085 • TEL: 847-244-3143 • E-mail: info@lakebar.org

New Format...More Like Broadway
• Dinner on your own
• Doors open at 6:30 p.m. with hosted beer and wine
• Curtain rises at 7:30 p.m.

Playbill Advertising
The 2016 Gridiron Show, The Lake County Bar Association’s hilarious musical follies,
will be held February 19 & 20, 2016 at the Gorton Communiting Center, Lake Forest.
You can to be part of the fun by advertising in the just-as-hiliarious keepsake Gridiron Playbill.
You know you’ll be sorry if your ad isn’t included. Reserve your space now!

Advertising Reservation
AD SIZE
o Inside Front/Back Cover (Full Color)
o Full Page (Live Area)
o Half Page (Horizontal)
o Half Page (Vertical)
o Quarter Page (Horizontal)
o Quarter Page (Vertical)
o Business Card (Horizonal)

DIMINSIONS (INCHES)
8.5” x 11”
8.5” x 11”
7.812” x 4.937”
3.826” x 10.062”
7.812” x 2.375”
3.826” x 4.937”
3.5” x 2”

_________________________________________
Company/Firm

_________________________________________

PRICE
$600
$400
$220
$220
$140
$140
$100

ADS MUST BE
CAMERA-READY.
All ads are black/white and
ad copy will appear exactly as it
is submitted with no changes
to text or format. If you need
assistance designing your ad,
the LCBA can recommend a
designer...additional fees will apply.

METHOD OF PAYMENT
o Check
o Visa
o MasterCard
o Discover
o American Express

Contact

_________________________________________
Address

_________________________________________
City, State & Zip

_________________________________________
Phone

_________________________________________
Card Number

_________________________________________
Expiration Date & CCV

_________________________________________
Signature

_________________________________________
E-mail

RETURN THIS FORM WITH YOUR AD BY FEBRUARY 5, 2016. MAKE YOUR CHECK PAYABLE TO:
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Changes to Section 503 of the Marriage
and Dissolution of Marriage Act

O

BY STEVEN H. KLEIN

n January 1, 2016, significant changes to the Illinois Marriage and Dissolution of
Marriage Act (the “Statute”) will go into effect. As with all statutory modifications, some changes will have a significant impact (some known and as always
some unforeseen). Some adjustments will create additional litigation, some will eliminate litigation, and some codify prior case law. As we are familiar with Illinois Marriage
and Dissolution of Marriage Act provision 750 ILCS 5/503 in its prior form, this article
will address only the more significant changes.
NON-MARITAL PROPERTY AND
CLASSIFICATION
Property acquired in contemplation of marriage
Every year I have several clients
with the same fact scenario. For example, a client tells me, “We bought
a house prior to the marriage. We
bought it in my spouse’s name with
the intention of living there when we
were married [or perhaps they were
already living there]. The reason it was
not in my name is that my credit was
poor.” Truth be told, I have clients on
both side of this fact scenario.
At this juncture we spend some
time together discussing each party’s
role in the selection of the home, who
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went on the site visits, who dealt with the broker, who
found the home, where did the money originate from,
how close in proximity to the marriage
when it was purchased and/or seen,
Steven H.
and a litany of questions to fall within
Klein, a
the case law that supports (or if I have
partner at
the other side does not support) a
Swanson,
finding that the residence is marital
Martin & Bell,
property because it was purchased in
LLP represents
clients
contemplation of marriage.
involved in
With the new changes in the law,
dissolution of
that
debate is over. The issue has been
marriage and
removed
by statute. The concept of
other family
property purchased in contemplation
law matters.  He helps clients
navigate through the legal process
of marriage being marital no longer
and the difficult emotional issues
exists. Thus, in the above example, the
that often accompany family law
residence would be the non-marital
disputes
property of the party in whose name

title was taken.
Post-Nuptial Agreements – 503(a)(4) and 503(d)(7)
The Statute now includes post-nuptial agreements
as valid means for parties to create non-marital property
during the marriage. In the past, the Statute referred to
prenuptial agreements only. As Courts have upheld valid
post-nuptial agreements, the statutory change merely codified prior case law. However, practitioners need
to remember the difference between pre-nuptial and
post-nuptial agreements, and ensure that the agreements
contain the contractual
requirement of consideration.

The burden of proof is upon the contributing estate
to prove the tracing and retention of identity by clear and
convincing evidence or to prove that there was not a gift
intention. 503(c)(2)(A).
Recipient Estate – 503(c)(1)(A) and 503(c)(2)(A) and
(B)
Property commingled into a different estate shall take
on the designation of the recipient estate. The prior estate may be subject to reimbursement, provided the presumption against gift has been overcome and the contribution is traced by clear
and convincing evidence.
If the contribution was
from personal effort, and
that personal effort has
not been appropriately
compensated, the Court
may order reimbursement. Of note is that the
reimbursement may take
the form of a lien.

“The concept of
property purchased
in contemplation of
marriage being marital
no longer exists.”

Collateral – 503(a)(6.5)
The Statute now
codifies the line of cases
holding that, if non-marital property is pledged
as collateral to obtain
a loan that is used to
acquire property, the
newly acquired property
is considered non-marital
property. In addition, the
use of marital property to
pay down the non-marital debt shall not convert
the property to marital property, but merely entitle the
marital estate to reimbursement. While this new language solves one problem, it will raise a different question
concerning how to calculate the reimbursement.
Thus we will have a new area of potential litigation.
Will the reimbursement be calculated using an interest
rate? Some level of market growth? Will there be a calculation of opportunity cost? Perhaps this will be an area
for the Court’s financial expert.
This provision does not address the scenario where,
in addition to non-marital property being collateral,
personal marital guarantees are used to secure the loan.
What will happen if both forms of security are used?
Could there be an asset with partial non-marital and
marital statuses?
Commingling
The commingling of funds into a newly acquired
asset after which it is not possible to distinguish between
the two estates will result in transmutation to marital
property. 503(c)(1)(B). However, if the contributing property retains its identity, then the contributing property
will retain its classification and the contributing estate
will be reimbursed. 503(c)(1)(A)(ii). However, if identity
is lost when marital and non-marital property are commingled, the property will be deemed marital. 503(c)(1)
(A)(i).

Estate Planning –
503(b)(1)
The new Statute
codifies the line of cases
permitting the donor of
property to a different
estate to overcome the presumption of gift, provided the
transfer was made for estate planning purposes. Estate
planning counselors will need to keep documents of intention when setting up estate plans if one goal is to “not”
alter the estate classification in the event of a dissolution.
Perhaps estate attorneys will need to obtain conflict
waivers in order to permit disclosure of this information
in the event of a dissolution of marriage.
Clear and convincing evidence standard – 503(b)(1)
The burden on the party seeking to establish
non-marital property retains the burden of proof in
establishing their case by clear and convincing evidence.
In addition to estate planning purposes, the Statute has
general catch all language to permit a party to raise other
reasons for said transfers.
Specific Findings – 503(a)
The Court must now make specific findings in its
rulings as to property classification. This is an important
change, as it will simplify a potential appeal on issues of
classification.
DIVISION OF MARITAL PROPERTY 503(D)
Post filing efforts – 503(d)(1)(iii)
This was a very interesting change that will give rise
to certain litigation. The Court may now consider each
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party’s specific efforts after the date of filing for dissolution when dividing property. This does not accomplish
the exact result as bifurcation. However, it does give the
Court similar latitude. I would anticipate litigation over
the speed in which a trial occurs having a bearing on outcome of the case. Watch for more disputes as to the effect
on outcome due to delays in discovery compliance. Watch
for non-earning spouses becoming less likely to file first.
Retirement Plans – 503(b)(2)
As before, retirement benefits acquired during the
marriage will be considered marital property even if said
funds were deposited into non-marital plans.
Restricted Stock, Stock Options or Other Similar
Benefit – 503(b)(3)
As before, restricted stock, stock options or other
similar benefits acquired during the marriage will be
considered marital property. When dividing those assets,
the Court may consider, among many other factors, the
vesting schedule, whether the award was for past, present
and/or future performance, and the need for continued
employment. 503(b)(3)(i).
What is the date of valuation of assets? 503(f) and
503(k)
The previous valuation date for assets was the date
of trial (or a date close to the trial date). However, debate

arose as to the timing of entry of Judgment following trial
and the market fluctuation during that time. In addition,
there were issues concerning valuation dates when the
Court ruled upon 735 ILCS 5/2-1401 hearings.
The changes to the Statute provide the Court with the
ability to set the date for valuation within its own discretion. The Court’s latitude extends to post decree hearings
under 735 ILCS 5/2-1401. These changes will certainly
create a new area of litigation and case law.
Experts – 503(l)
Some judges have used financial experts in the past
while others have expressed a lack of such authority. I
have attended many different Academy seminars where
judges on the same panel disagreed over this issue.
However, the debate is over. The Court may retain experts
for financial consultation and as Court witnesses. Reports shall be available to both parties. These witnesses
are subject to subpoena for discovery purposes. Section
508(a) will govern the cost of these experts. The language
is a bit vague on the application of the interim fee award
statutory provisions that permit non-evidentiary hearings. In addition, the provision does not state that the
report automatically comes into evidence. Thus, while
this new provision may solve some conflicts, it gives rise
to new ones.

Please join us

Doctor Lawyer Dinner
Deer Path Inn
255 E. Illinois Road, Lake Forest

Wednesday, March 9, 2016
5:30-6:30 p.m. Cash Bar
6:30–7:30 p.m. Dinner
7:30-8:30 p.m. Program
Cost: $55 per person
Register on-line at www.lakebar.org
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AWALC 5th Biennial Ethics and Professionalism Seminar
Professionalism

Civility

Mental
Health

Diversity

Ethics

Friday, January 8, 2016
College of Lake County – Auditorium C-005
19351 W. Washington St. • Grayslake, IL
Co-Sponsor: College of Lake County Paralegal Studies Program

Receive all SIX of your required Professionalism and Ethics Credits (approval pending) in one day!

AWALC Ethics Seminar Tuition includes:
materials, lunch and refreshments

PROGRAM
8:00-8:30 am
Sign-in and coffee
8:30-9:30 am
Topic: Why Good Lawyers Do
Bad Things- The Psychology of
Malpractice
Speaker: Alan Levin

____
____
____
____

AWALC MEMBER - $30 per person
NEW MEMBER* - $80 per person
Non-Member - $100 per person
CLC Paralegal Student/Alumni/Affiliate** - $30 (see below)

9:40-10:40 am
Topic: Communicating Ethically in
Person and in Cyberspace
Speaker: Judge McKoski

Name: _____________________________________________________

10:50-11:50 am
Topic: Mental Health, Transition and
Veterans
Speaker: Jessica Pinder

Address: ___________________________________________________

11:50-12:30
LUNCH
12:30-12:45 pm
Topic: Diversity Skit
Moderator: Deborah Goldberg
Talented Actors: Goldberg Players
12:45-1:45 pm
Topic: Diversity Management
Speaker: Lt. Col. Evangeline Rosel
1:55-2:55 pm
Topic: Professionalism
Speaker: S. Manella
3:05-3:50 pm
Topic: Civility- Impressions of
Attorneys From Outside Looking In
Speaker: R. Whitcombe
3:50-4:00 pm
Sign out

ARDC # ____________________________________________________
Firm: ______________________________________________________
City: ______________________________________________________
State: _________________________

ZIP: ______________________

E-Mail: ____________________________________________________
Telephone: _________________________________________________
CLC ID# (if paralegal student/alumni): ____________________________
Payment method:______Check Enclosed _____ Credit Card (see below)
Return registration form and check payment to:
AWALC • PO Box 262 • Waukegan, IL 60079
OR register on-line with credit card at:www.awalc.org
Boxed Lunch: please check your sandwich preference:
________Roast Beef _________Turkey ________Veggie
*New Member price includes AWALC membership through May 2016, including the seminar
**CLC Paralegal Program Students, Alumni and non-attorney CLC Advisory Committee members,
cost is $30 for lunch and materials.

PAID ADVERTISEMENT
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A Covenant not to Compete
What is Adequate Consideration?  

C

BY BURR E. ANDERSON

ovenant is an agreement made by Deed in writing, and sealed between two persons…if the one of them holdeth not his covenant, and breaketh it, then hee which
thereof feeleth himself grieved, shall have thereupon a Writ of covenant. (1641)
Oxford English Dictionary annotation.
In Reliable Fire Equipment v. Arredondo,1 the Illinois
Supreme Court held that non-compete covenants between an employer and its former employee should be
enforced only if reasonable, only to the extent necessary
to protect a legitimate business interest of the employer,
and only when it does not cause an undue hardship on
the former employee, or injury to the public. The court
held that the totality of the facts and
circumstances of each case must be
Burr E.
evaluated,2 rejecting the more simAnderson is
plistic test that had been adopted
by some appellate courts which only
the founding
considered: 1) the protectable interpartner of
est of the employer, 2) the covenant’s
Anderson Law
geographical restraint (e.g., no comOffices, based
petition within a fifty mile radius of
the employer’s business), and 3) the
in Chicago.  He
covenant’s temporal restraint (e.g., no
is chair of the
competition for two years following

the date the person no longer works for the employer).3
Reliable did not, however, address the threshold contract question of the sufficiency of consideration. The opinion’s comprehensive review of non-compete case law never
even mentions “consideration.” Non-compete and non-solicitation covenants are hardly uncommon in commerce
in general, and in employment relationships in particular.
How courts answer the question “was
there adequate consideration?” is thus
a critical issue. Is it enough to have the
new hire sign the covenant on or before
the first day of work? Must something
of monetary value be given to the new
employee? Must an existing employee
get money in addition to continued
service, or is continued service enough?
Is money enough?
Recent cases wrestling with the
consideration issue disagree about
LCBA Employment Law Committee
how to answer these questions.
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2011 IL 111871.
Id. at ¶¶ 42-43.
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Id. at ¶¶ 36-40.

THE TWO-YEAR RULE
In Brown & Brown Inc v Mudron,4 the Illinois appellate court held that “continued employment for a substantial period of time beyond the threat of discharge”
satisfies the requirement of adequate consideration to enforce a non-compete covenant.5 While defendant Mudron
was already employed by Brown & Brown, a purchaser of
the company required Mudron to sign a covenant.6 Seven
months later, Mudron went to work for a competitor.7
Relying on Lawrence & Allen, Inc. v Cambridge Human
Resource Group, Inc.,8 the Brown and Brown court held
that two or more years of
uninterrupted employment constituted a “substantial period of time.”9
Therefore the agreement
Mudron signed posthire was unenforceable,
because the period of
employment was less
than two years, and thus
insufficient consideration.10
The Fifth District
applied the same analysis
in Diederich Insurance
Agency, LLC v. Smith.11
In Diederich, a two-year
restriction in the original
covenant was subsequently reduced to twelve months.12 The former employee continued working for the employer for three months
after date of modification.13 Three months fell short of
the two-year minimum under the Brown & Brown test.
Therefore, the court concluded the covenant was not supported by sufficient consideration and unenforceable.14
In Fifield v. Premier Dealer Services,15 a former employee had signed a covenant with defendant Premier
that prevented him from competing or soliciting customers for two years and within any of the fifty states. Fifield
signed the covenant, and his employment began on
November 1, 2009.16 Two and half months later, on February 12, 2010, he resigned.17 Shortly thereafter, he began

working for Enterprise Financial Group, a competitor of
Premier.18
Fifield (and his new employer) preemptively brought
a declaratory judgment action, seeking a finding that
Fifield at no time had access to confidential information
at Premier, and that the agreement with Premier was
unenforceable.19 The trial court entered an order granting declaratory relief, holding that the non-compete
and non-solicitation provisions of the agreement were
not supported by adequate consideration.20 On appeal,
Premier argued that unlike instances where the promisor employee signed
an agreement post-employment, Fifield signed
the agreement when he
was hired.21 Therefore,
Premier asserted, his employment was adequate
consideration.22
The appellate
court affirmed the trial
court’s conclusion that
the covenant was not
supported by adequate
consideration.23In doing
so, the court relied upon
Illinois cases that had
adopted a two year rule
– an employee must be
employed for two years
of uninterrupted service
to be bound by the covenant.24 Two important principles
thus emerged from Fifield: 1) consideration to support a
covenant is prospective in nature and must at a minimum
entail two years of uninterrupted employment, and 2)
rule #1 applies whether the promise is given before or
after the employment begins.25
Federal courts have disagreed over applying the rule
adopted in Fifield. And, Illinois appellate court decisions
have adopted the Fifield rule, but several have dropped
hints that other forms of consideration might suffice.
In Montel Aetnastak Inc. v Miessen,26 a company
in the “shelving systems” business sued a former sales
manager and her new employer alleging, inter alia, violations of the non-compete provisions of an employment
agreement.27 Miessen, the former employee, signed the

“Federal and state judges
cannot agree about a

fundamental question
when interpreting

non-compete and non-

solicitation agreements…”
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provision.
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agreement on November 23, 2010.28 On February 28, 2012,
Miessen alerted Montel that she was accepting a position
with a competitor, Bradford Systems Corporation.29 She
resigned two weeks later.30 She had worked for Montel for
fifteen months.
The Montel court granted Miessen’s motion to dismiss based on the overly broad language of the covenant
(“…engaging in any business substantially related to the
business of Montel within United States and Canada…”).
In doing so, however, Judge Castillo refused to follow
Fifield, noting the split in Illinois appellate authority.
He observed that some Illinois courts had rejected the
Fifield court’s reasoning and had not employed a “bright
line” rule.31 Judge Castillo also cited Illinois cases that had
taken into account whether the employment ended by
termination or resignation, or whether the employee received bonuses during the employment period as factors
impacting the consideration analysis.32 The Montel court
thus held:

A different federal judge chose to follow Fifield in
Instant Technology LLC v Defazio.34 Instant was in the
IT staffing business.35 Defazio and the other defendants
were former marketing staff.36 Instant alleged violations
of covenants not to compete, breaches of fiduciary duty,
violations of the Illinois Trade Secrets Act, tortious interference with business expectations (and with contract),
and violations of the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act.37
Three of the former employees argued that their covenants were unenforceable because each had worked at
Instant for less than two years.38
In his order following a bench trial Judge Holderman
addressed 1) whether there was a protectable interest under Reliable, and 2) whether consideration was sufficient
for the employees who had worked less than two years.
Judge Holderman observed that the sufficiency of consideration must be evaluated in non-compete covenant
cases, since otherwise in at-will situations an employer
could terminate an employee one day after signing the

agreement.39 He further noted that adequate consideration is proved by the employee remaining employed for
a “substantial period of time” beyond the threat of discharge.40 Based on a survey of Illinois cases, Judge Holderman predicted the Illinois Supreme Court would adopt
the Fifield two-year minimum rule.41 The court also observed that Instant did not prove or even argue that these
defendants had received something beyond employment
as additional compensation.42 Because the employees’
term of employment was less than two years, therefore,
the court held the covenants were unenforceable.43 .
The court applied Reliable to the plaintiff’s claim that
the former employees had also breached a non-solicitation agreement.44 A promise not to solicit customers or
employees, under Reliable, is reasonable only if it is no
greater than is required for the protection of the employer’s legitimate business interest.45 Judge Holderman
found that there was no legitimate business interest to
support this second restriction.46 His opinion in this regard is an example of a changing perspective in the courts
regarding non-solicitation and non-recruitment agreements. In the wake of Reliable, and its totality of the facts
and circumstances rule, non-solicitation agreements are
now subject to the same scrutiny as non-compete provisions.
The Seventh Circuit recently affirmed the trial court
decision in Instant.47 In doing so, however, it did not address the consideration issue. Instead it decided that the
lower court had not abused its discretion when it considered the “totality of the circumstances” and concluded
the agreement did not serve a legitimate business interest. The court also observed that the totality of circumstances standard is a grant of discretion, and “totality”
does not mean all circumstances or every circumstance.48
The court thus appeared to implicitly criticize the Reliable standard. Having done so, moreover, its decision
leaves employers and employees alike in a quandary
about whether a particular covenant will stick.
Another Illinois appellate court, in Prairie Rheumatology Associates v. Francis,49 recently held that a doctor
did not violate a covenant, finding instead that the covenant was not supported by sufficient consideration and
thus unenforceable, even where the employer could point
to perks and other inducements as apparent consideration.
Prairie Rheumatology Associates (“Prairie”) provides
rheumatology services in the Joliet area, at its own offices
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In this case, Miessen worked for plaintiffs for
at least 15 months...Both the length of her term
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consideration to support the enforceability of the
employment agreement.33
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and at two hospitals.50 In January 2012 physician Maria
Francis signed an employment agreement with Prairie
that included a two-year, fourteen mile non-compete
provision.51 The covenant applied whether she quit or
resigned.52 Also under the agreement Prairie promised to
assist her in credentialing at the hospitals it serviced, to
introduce her to referral sources there, and to consider
her for partnership at Prairie after eighteen months of
employment. The effective date of the agreement was
April 9, 2012.53 She began working a week later.54
Francis gave notice of her resignation in July 2013,
effective on November 22, 2013.55 She advised PRA that
she would be shifting her practice to Hinsdale Orthopedics (“Hinsdale”) in New Lenox.56 Hinsdale is adjacent to
Silver Cross Hospital, one of the two serviced by Prairie, and which is nine miles from Prairie’s main office.57
Prairie sued to enforce its non-compete. 58 The trial court
found adequate consideration and entered an injunction
restraining Francis from working at Hinsdale, but only as
to current patients of Prairie.59
The appellate court reversed, in part, finding insufficient consideration.60 The appellate court first noted that
“Illinois courts have generally held that two years or more
of continued employment constitutes adequate consideration.”61 The court then stated that the general rule
applies, “...even if the employee resigns on...her own.”62
Because Francis gave notice after fifteen months, and left
after nineteen months, the two-year test was not met.63
Prairie nevertheless argued that it provided additional consideration, sufficient to support the covenant,
in the form of providing assistance in credentialing
and making introductions to referral sources at the two
hospitals.64 The Third District was unimpressed with
those claims. In that regard, the court observed that the
injunction hearing yielded evidence that: 1) Prairie had
provided Francis with credentialing applications but had
not paid the entirety of her application fee, 2) Prairie had
provided no procedure by which she would be introduced
to potential referring doctors, and 3) the lead witness for
Prairie could not name one doctor that she had introduced to Francis during her employment.65 As to Prairie’s
promise that she would be “considered” for partnership,
the court held that this was no guarantee of advance-

ment.66 The court thus concluded Francis had received
little or no benefit from PRA in exchange for her covenant
not to compete.67 Therefore, the covenant was unenforceable.68
Two months later a federal court rejected the use of a
formulaic two-year yardstick, in partial reliance on Prairie, in Bankers Life and Casualty Company v. Miller.69 In
that case, Judge Shah denied a motion to dismiss claims
alleging breach of covenants when nine sales agents and a
manager went to work for a competitor.70 The defendants
argued, among other things, that there was no consideration to support the non-compete and non-solicitation provisions of the agreements each defendant had
signed.71
Addressing the sufficiency of consideration issue,
Judge Shah noted that in the Illinois cases where the twoyear minimum was adopted to quantify consideration,
the former employees had only worked for their former
employers for a few months.72 Regrettably the Bankers
Life opinion does not disclose the duration of the defendants’ employment, apparently because there were seven
different defendants involved.
Judge Shah then turned to Prairie, in which the court
had considered whether there was evidence of additional
consideration that, combined with the fifteen months
Francis had worked for the plaintiff, could constitute adequate consideration.73 Applying Prairie and subsequent
decisions, Judge Shah predicted that the Illinois Supreme
Court would reject the two-year rule.74 Because the defendants had not addressed the possibility of other forms of
consideration, even with the possibility of employment
periods less than two years, the court denied the motion
to dismiss.75
Most recently, another Illinois appellate court held
that a Harley-Davidson dealership could not enforce a
covenant against a salesman who had put in eighteen
months of service, then quit to work for a competitor, in
McInnis v. OAG Motorcycle Ventures, Inc.76 McInnis had
worked for OAG from August 2009, then in October 2012
quit to work for Woodstock Harley-Davidson, a competitor, for one day, then came back to OAG.77 OAG then
had him sign a non-competition covenant on the day he
returned.78 Eighteen months later, in May 2013, he went
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to work again for Woodstock.79
McInnis sought declaratory relief and OAG counterclaimed, seeking an injunction.80 The First District
affirmed the trial court’s denial of injunctive relief, based
on Fifield.81 OAG argued that Reliable had obligated the
lower court to consider all the facts, to wit: OAG had
agreed to rehire McInnis, he was immediately upon rehire afforded perks and benefits afforded to top salesmen,
he was allowed to bypass the usual 90-day trial period for
new hires, and he had voluntarily resigned.82 McInnis argued that the law in Illinois generally did not distinguish
between resignations and dismissals. He also contended
that the 90-day trial period was never discussed when
he was rehired, and that it was in any event superfluous
since he had only been at OAG for one day.83 Finally,
McInnis testified that his compensation structure upon
his return was no different than it was when he left.84
The appellate court found that the waiver of the trial
period and the entitlement to perks did not constitute
adequate consideration to support the covenant.85 The
79
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covenant was, therefore, unenforceable.86
SUMMING UP
The viability of the two-year rule for quantifying consideration is now rather muddled. Here is where things
stand:
• Some Illinois appellate courts, particularly the
First, Third, and Fifth Districts, and some federal
courts applying Illinois law, have held that a covenant not to compete, or a non-solicitation clause,
is unenforceable unless the employee has employment of at least two uninterrupted years.
• Some other Illinois appellate courts and some other
federal courts applying Illinois law, do not apply the
two-year minimum and instead, in a loose application of Reliable, attempt to determine whether
there was a “substantial period of employment.”
This analysis takes into account not only the length
of service of the former employee but other forms
of consideration, such as bonuses and other things
of value provided by the employer, and also whether
the former employee resigned. Most federal court
opinions addressing these issues (where most of the
action is, incidentally) agree with this approach.
• Either way, the courts’ diverging standards apply
whether the agreement is entered into pre-hire or
post-employment.
• The former employer, when seeking relief from a
defendant whose employment period was less than
two uninterrupted years stands a greater chance of
withstanding a defense based on the consideration
issue where the number of months of employment
is more than a few, the employee quit, and the
employee had received other things of value during
the employment. Resignation as an element of
consideration becomes less helpful to that employer if the covenant stipulates specifically that the
employee was bound regardless of the nature of the
separation from employment.
86 Id.
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Primo
Rating:

I

n September, my wife Cari and I went with some
friends to dinner at Primo, located at 720 Milwaukee
Avenue in Gurnee. The restaurant is very new to the
area and we wanted to give it a try. The interior of the
restaurant was well done and there was even a piano
player, who played and sang the entire time we were
there. We were all excited for our meal.
After we were seated, we were presented with the
wine and beer “menu.” The menu was actually an iPad
with an enormous alcohol menu. Truly exceptional was
that with a simple touch of the screen, we were able to
read about all the different drinks that interested us.
Based on the reviews, I tried an IPA that I had never
heard of, and it was fantastic.
For appetizers, we ordered the kobe brisket and the
baked zucchini sticks. The brisket was delicious. It was
served with a flavorful barbeque sauce. The zucchini
sticks were good as well. It was a large portion. The only
knock on it that we had was the skimpy amount of marinara sauce for the size of the sticks we had been served.
For the main course, the owner recommended the
Kansas City cut bone-in USDA prime New York strip
steak, and I followed her recommendation. My wife
ordered the sea salt and vinegar roasted potatoes and

Restaurant
Review

BY MICHAEL STRAUSS

the roasted Brussels sprouts. Our friends ordered the
10-ounce filet mignon and the asparagus penne. As a side
for the table, we also ordered some more sea salt and
vinegar roasted potatoes.
My strip steak could not have been better. It was prepared exactly as I had ordered it, and the quality matched
what you would expect from the famous Chicago steakhouses. My friend, who had ordered the filet, agreed. My
wife enjoyed the Brussels sprouts and potatoes. The asparagus penne came prepared with sun dried tomato and
buffalo mozzarella. It was big enough to share, but was
so good that our friend ate the entire entrée herself! The
only negative was that we agreed that the potatoes were
too salty and did not have enough vinegar. That said, by
the time we were done, everything has been eaten and all
plates were clean.
We did not order dessert because we were so full, but
we did see that a nearby table had ordered a few slices of
chocolate cake. Not only did the slices look decadent, but
they were huge and enough for a table to share.
We ate at Primo truly not knowing what to expect.
We loved it. I highly recommend Primo—it is a great
addition to Lake County, and we will be back soon!
Write a review of your favorite or a new restaurant,
reviews can be submitted to Michael Strauss at
straussfamilylaw@aol.com
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Monthly

Bar

Committee
Meetings

DAY

MEETING

LOCATION

TIME

Diversity & Community LCBA
1 Tuesday
Outreach
Editorial
st
1 Thursday (Odd Mo.) Docket
LCBA
Committee

12:15-1:15

1st Thursday

Stevens, Gurnee

5:15-6:15

LCBA

4:30-5:30

st

Real Estate

2nd Tuesday (Odd Mo.) Immigration

12:15-1:15

2nd Wednesday

Family Law Advisory
Group (FLAG)

LCBA

12:15-1:15

3rd Tuesday

Local Government

LCBA

12:15-1:15

3rd Tuesday

LCBF Board of Trustees LCBA

3rd Wednesday

Family Law

3rd Wednesday (Odd Mo.) Employment Law

4:00

C-103

12:15-1:15

The Grille, Lake Forest

5:15-6:15

3rd Thursday

LCBA Board of Directors LCBA

12:00 noon

3rd Thursday

Trusts and Estates

12:15-1:15

3rd Thursday

Civil Trial and Appeals TBD

4th Tuesday

Criminal Law

TBD

4th Friday

Young and New
Lawyers

LCBA

TBD

Debtor Creditor Rights TBD

Park City Courthouse

5:00-6:00
TBD
12:15-1:15
TBD

• RSVP to a meeting at www.lakebar.org.
• Meetings subject to change, please check your weekly e-news, the on-line calendar
at www.lakebar.org or call the LCBA Office @ (847) 244-3143.
• Please feel free to bring your lunch to the LCBA office for any noon meetings. Food
and beverages at restaurants are purchased on a individual basis.
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